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- (Lukas Lund): [And somewhere I'd like to start is to have you to think about] when

talking about listening, when thinking about listening, is there a specific place where

that starts for you? Is there something that you often return to as a situation or a

starting point for listening? [ Even before we define what listening could even mean.]

(Jesper Norda): [Ah, that's... OK. I'm not sure. Because maybe it was because I started not

to... When we were talking, before you put on the recorder, I was starting to think about what

is… As a side parallel track in my head as we were talking, I started to think about what is...

] Why is listening important to me? Why have I worked for 20 years in a listening practice?

And could I be satisfied with the answer that I've always done that? [And in a way, I could

maybe. But maybe one story that kind of made it a little bit more clear for me just recently is

that since two years I have a hearing disability on my left ear. Since two years.] So, all of a

sudden, I woke up one day with heavy tinnitus on my left ear. [And that has gone better, but I

was even on sick leave for two months because it was so strong. So I couldn't function. And

so it's still there, but now it is totally manageable. But I have a hearing aid on my left ear. So

you can't see it really, but it's there.]

- [Yeah, yeah.]

[And when this happened to me, I was totally devastated. ] What should I do now? [And then,

after walking through some kind of different stations with doctors and people thinking that it

wasn't so bad and blah, blah, blah… I ended up with ear specialists. And I could kind of

explain my situation to them. So then I got this hearing device. And the funny thing was that

when we did the tests, you know, you're sitting there with small noises and words and blah,

blah, blah… And then when I got the results of the tests, the person testing me said, Okay,

you have a hearing disability on your left ear, but your right ear, you're hearing much better

than you should. It's like a little child. So this was... Okay, why is that? I asked.] Maybe it is

that it's compensating. I don't know. I can't explain it really. Or you are very talented in

listening from the start. [So, I don't know. I haven't kind of researched that. But to me that

was a kind of... How do you say in English? Bekäftelse? Confirmation. That, okay, maybe

that is a kind of a reason for me why I'm interested in sound. And why I kept on doing that.

Because I actually had pretty good ears. And so, of course, that sense has been important to

me in that way.]
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- What do you think it means to then experience the world and the sounding of the

world [a little bit... Not perhaps better, but just more intense or you have a getting

more information in the rest of us?] Or as a little child?

[I don't know, but I have always been interested in sorting it out. Sorting out what it is that

I'm hearing. Kind of always go…] Kind of trying to sort out the layers. Kind of picking out

the details, putting them next to each other. Not organizing, but putting a flashlight on every

little thing, so to speak. [ I've always been interested in that. When being in new… ] And that

is also a bit disturbing, because it takes... Sometimes it takes over a little bit. And I think it's

very important for me to be balanced and not stressed and not being depressed. [Because

when I have been in those states, it always starts there. That the sound environment becomes

disturbing.]

- [In the sense that you wanting to put a flashlight on things goes on forever? Or that

you are unable to do that?]

No, the other way. That it goes on forever and it goes deeper and deeper. [ I think that's a very

common thing. That you can't avoid certain sounds. I don't think that's very special. But… I

don't know, some combination of an interest of making a puzzle out of everything and put it

together. And also some kind of interest of the beauty and the quality and the niceness of

sound as a medium. ]

- [One thing that I'm also interested in when sounds are the place where this

conversation takes place. Is to understand how you understand the difference

between hearing and listening. Because it's very evident with sound that those two

quite often comes the same. And of course are not the same. So what is the difference

for you between hearing the sounds and listening to sounds?]

[Okay, yeah.]

- [And maybe one thing is what the difference is. But how do you experience the

difference personally as well?]
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So hearing is noticing and defining. Or? That was the question you were writing down?

Listening is living through it. For good or for worse. Is it like that?

- I don't know. But I like the idea of living through it. That layer of perhaps complexity.

Like what does it mean to live? [Is now the question of listening. Whereas hearing is

more noticing how to register and just, I don't know, on a more physical level be with.

Whereas living is another question entirely.]

[Yeah, yeah. ] It was so nice the moment when I first got this hearing aid in my ear. And I

think this is something to do with the difference between listening and hearing. [Is that,

because when you try that out, the person giving it to you, he puts it in your ear. And then he

activates it from his computer and via Bluetooth it goes on. And then it should be set perfect

to my, it's like filtered perfect for my disability. And I saw him put on the computer, pressing

enter.] And all of a sudden I realized, okay, so we have a room tone here. There is a

reverberation in this room. I didn't know about that. I kind of forgot about that because I only

had like one ear. [ So it's very good. And that is, of course, ] some kind of mixed moment

between hearing and listening. Because when listening, this room quality and the overall

quality that flows over you [ is also very important, of course. But I truly heard the room

reverberation clearly in that moment. That was something I noticed.] I don't know if I'm that

very philosophical or elaborate in that sense when it comes to listening. I think it's… I don't

know really. I don't know where I was going with that.

- [That sounds very philosophical.]

[Maybe that's a say too.]

- [I'm not philosophical. I don't know where I'm going.]

[It's the same as saying I'm not a speaker. And then you stand up and speak until ears fall off.]

- [But I think also to maybe disclaim my position of this conversation with you is that

the performance you just did yesterday with the go-back variation, and the whole

experiment with the situation of which we are together, of which we are listening or

hearing, or working with all the many different elements that goes into it. But you as
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the composer just, well, I just work with these very few notes and the rest just enter.

And for me that's, with your definition or understanding of hearing and listening, is

where we go from just hearing to listening. ] Because what you created as the setting

could have just been hearing, but it allowed for the listening. [Because all these other

elements of just being together entered the sound. You cannot really claim to have the

go-back variation and not consider what it means to just be there together. Because

you were, and it felt, at least to me, quite heavenly.]

[Yeah, and I think when I talked to a friend of mine this morning, actually, he was so curious

about how it went. And then I talked about a few things] and I explained to him the end of the

piece, where I kind of surrendered a bit to the situation. [And just played along with the, like

a karaoke thing almost, played along with the... And I so enjoyed it. So I thought, okay, this

is how we do it now, because I like the situation so much.] So I think that's when I started to

listen into the space, actually. And I really enjoyed how the piano kind of layered over and

melted into or kind of overcome the recording sometimes. [And it was truly a kind of

differentiation of the space, I would say. I don't know if I would have done it for 12 hours, but

at least the last hour I really enjoyed that. And I also became very more relaxed. So that is, of

course, important, I think.]

- But I think, for me, all those words you just used, [ if we take them out of the

performance situation of stuff, but] like the idea of surrendering, allowing, enjoying,

but also overcoming, relaxing, all of that is for me part of the listening experience in

this general sense. [But also, of course, very present in that performance, because I

too in some way had to surrender to the time and to the piece. But it was just all those

words, which is for me, something that is always there in the background. So that was

nice. There is the resonance there. But did you feel in that situation that you, or other

way around, in what way did you listen in that situation?]

[Excuse me, what did you say?]

- [In what way did you listen in that situation? What was your listening practice when

you were playing karaoke with the recording?]
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[No, but I really enjoyed how the sound from the actual piano kind of smoothed out the sound

from the recording.] That it kind of filled out the... It was like laying some kind of new paint

over old paint a little bit. So the surface was a bit smoother. I really liked that.

- [But I also think, to stay within that metaphor, ] the attempt at smoothing out the old

paint also exposes all the cracks in the old paint. When I was listening, whenever the

pencil and the paint did not fill out the holes completely and there was this mismatch

between the tones, it became very evident that we were playing together. [Because

when you were playing alone, I would just accept whatever tone was coming, in the

tempo, whatever it came. But now when there was two trying to figure out where to

find each other, whenever they did not match completely, it was completely smooth.

That was very evident.]

[Yeah, and that's of course different for you who listen and for me who plays, actually.

Because for me, even if I was a bit a millisecond ahead or late, I was still feeling, ah, but

there it is. But you who don't have the control over my finger, for you it's just a new thing all

the time. Yeah, exactly. That's the difference.]

- [And it's very exciting how just the two seconds were enough to make that new

experience all the time. And also, my dad was there, he pointed out how it was

exactly the right amount of time for him to never lose interest in it, but also to stay

conscious and stay surprised about it. Every tone was like recapturing him again and

again. And he was like having this feeling of never being completely caught, but

more recaptured all the time. He had to re-experience every single tone, because the

time between them also dissolved the relationship between them. He was very much

in that loop.]

Yeah, that sounds perfect.

- [Yeah, actually.]

[He's worth it. Yeah, yeah. Because I think a lot of stuff that I have made that is, of course,

creating these situations for listening, is made out of another purpose for me. Like this, from

the start, this is sort of a conceptual game for me. You know, to lay out all the notes, or the
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strokes really, the notes, or the impulses of the Goldberg Variation. Just to lay them out and

then put them on a row with this interval, this two second interval between them. It is very

much a conceptual thing that I kind of make an artifact in a way that I know that there are all

notes there. So if we put them together, like Bach did, then it will sound like Bach intended.

But we can also listen to them in this way. And of course that makes a possibility for

listening, or hearing, or whatever really. But I often do like that. ] So in that sense, listening is

a natural state for my output, in a way. I don't really have the talent for… Oh, never mind,

that's another question.

- [No, no, no. I want to pick up from there. What was that?]

[Sometimes when I look at photographers and painters, mostly photographers actually,

because I see really strong photographic work, ] they have this feeling for the captured

moment that means something. And I can see it, but I can never cope with it myself, get there

myself. [So maybe that's just…]

- [But maybe just... Because that's again something I think resonated a little bit with

me, because I too struggle with art or any situation that sort of tries to claim the

moment. Like, this is where it is. I'm like, maybe for you, but maybe not for me. And

your position might be interesting, but it's not that, I don't know, alluring for me.] And

I think the opposite, the idea of creating the possibility of different entry points is for

me more interesting. [ Rather than say, well, here it is, it might be within here. See if

you can find it. And then just to use your piece as that example, when you have this

row of notes or this long time situation, I'm not sure if it's in the beginning, in the

middle, or at the overtime of it, but it's there. Because there's always a moment. ] And

I like that possibility of not knowing where it is, but knowing that it's there within it,

and people can find it differently or at different moments, rather than pinpointing it.

And I think that is super interesting, because we haven't really touched upon the aspect of

time, because the aspect of time is, I think, very important to me. [And in one way you could

say, if you don't like my stuff, if you think that this is a very stupid thing to do, to play the

piano for twelve and a half hours, then of course it is a waste of time. For that person it is a

waste of time.] But I think, and maybe this is also a difference between hearing and listening,

because I'm really curious of how to make my time and people's, every other person in this
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world's time, valuable. I think that is something that we, to me it is an act of care, in a way.

[And that is also a difference for me, actually, when it comes to that kind of art, that it's there.

Of course they are doing that because of all sorts of reasons, but] I think there is something

special to providing a space and time for someone, or finding that yourself, and being present

in that. [Okay, now it sounds a bit new-agey, but that's the thing.]

- [It can also be more, at least for me it is even more banal in some way, ] because if

listening is to do something with living, and working with time has something to do

with making it valuable, I want living to be a question about making things valuable.

[I don't want to live a life that is not valuable. I want to do working together, in

peace. Try to aim for that, having this valuable and this living piece together. It's for

me very meaningful and very important, and perhaps the greatest importance, or like a

primal importance, because then everything else follows after that. But if we just

focus on the hearing of it, and not the living with it, having this perhaps abstract idea

of value that is not really connected to life, then it's something else again. So mixing

them and integrating them together is for me very important.]

You know I never became a musician?

- [No.]

[Because when I was between 12 and 18, I would say, all my teens, I was playing the

classical guitar. I was also playing in bands, I thought that was more fun really, but I was

attracted to the classical guitar, playing classical music, so I studied that. And I even started a

school after gymnasiet, I don't know what it's called, after high school, to prepare to apply

for the academy in music. So I was on some kind of level, but I never became really that

good. And one thing with that is that] I really enjoyed the moment of reading the notes,

putting my fingers where to put them, and then make a sound, and then put my fingers on

another place, make a new sound, and after a while I would make that more smoothly, and in

that sense get the grip of time a little bit. [ Do you understand? And when I was doing that, I

was really happy with what started to happen in my attempts to play, rather than what I was

supposed to create from the score. And I often practiced in the hallway of our apartment

house where we were living.] So I was sitting outside in the hallway, and then I had my guitar

to sound all through the…
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- [Yeah, through the stairs.]

[Yeah, through the stairs.] I was like sitting in a church or something, so it was a super

reverberation. So I was sitting there, and I also liked the fact that maybe someone heard it,

because it became such a nice way of having an audience, but not having an audience. [So I

was very attracted to that space that it was created, and at the same time I was a little bit

getting a grip of time. ] But when it came to doing it with perfection or playing it for an

audience in a concert situation, it felt totally meaningless.

- [Yeah, because in some way, rather than exploring or experiencing time, you just

make use of it, in a more flat sense.]

[Yeah, a reproductive sense.]

- [Yeah, exactly. You know what's going to happen, you're not experiencing it.]

[And I like listening to a musician who is virtuoso and everything, but it was not really me

who should be doing that.]

- [No, it's two different things. If you're the virtuous musician, it's different from you

exploring the sound.]

[And I think for me, that has been an important thing as an artist, to kind of create situations

that is a little bit like what I was experiencing when transcribing the notes. So some kind of

interactivity, not very much, but some kind of interactivity for moving around. Or like you

did now, you created the seats for where they could lie down, or on the Goldberg thing, or

just so people have some kind of own power of how to navigate a bit through the piece. That

is kind of a little bit resemblant to when I, as a teenager, looked at the notes and made an

interaction with them.] Do you understand?

- [Yeah, because back to when you were listing all these words that I was resonating

with, another one could be allowing, but also empowering people to sort of interact on

their own, to explore on their own, as you're sitting on the staircase and you're like,
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I'm powered by myself or the whole situation, but in order to do that exploration.

Whereas in perhaps a more classical situation, as an audience, you have very little

power. The only power you have is, I don't know, you can also have a lot of power,

but it's a different, perhaps more collective, controlled sense of power to interact and

to explore. It's not that open. Whereas if you are allowed to do your own thing and

test what feels good for you, it's just something else.]

That's super, very well put actually, because that resonates with me. [Because I studied at the

College of Music, eventually I came to study at the College of Music in composition, not

guitar, but I started writing music instead. And I quit. I left the school only two years into the

education to go to art school instead. But that was the main thing for me, actually, the concert

situation. It was really something I didn't want to take part of, because I couldn't,] I really

didn't like the fact that you are sitting there, they are sitting there, now you listen all the way

through, blah, blah, blah. [So that's why I'm, OK, now Carolyn was there all the way through

yesterday, and you, and I'm happy for that. But still it's, I cannot dream of that to happen.] I

want something else to be created.

- [Also because, of course, that situation of which you just show up, and you sit, and

they sit, and you listen, and you leave, can also do something, but it's very specific.

It's not a lot of things, and a lot of things are not suitable for that situation.] And I

think in the terms of perhaps searching for the living part, where you live through

something, I don't see how that is suitable for that situation. Because life is about so

much more, about pain, and suffering, and joy, and you exploring, connecting,

discovering, you being unsure, you, I don't know, much more things. And that concert

situation is often very sure, it's very recognizable, it's very put into social codes of

what to do, very low risk. And life is quite often, at least for me, with high risk. [Or at

least it should be in some way. Otherwise, I don't know what it is. And maybe, I don't

know, just to maybe focus back on listening,] what risk is there for you when you

listen? [Is there something that you quite often have to risk, or you feel is being risky

about it? I can maybe ask that one. I'm also asking because as one who listens a lot,

maybe the risk is different from those who do not listen as often.] Maybe you have

normalized a certain risk, or maybe you have made your own listening secure, in

order to actually stay in it. That was my own little wonder. [So there's like a specific

background for me. But what do you risk?]
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[I'm not sure really. For the last…] I've been more and more interested in the concept of

waiting when it comes to listening. And that maybe has become some kind of definition for

me a little bit, that I didn't understand that I was doing. So the concept of waiting for

something, and still being present in that waiting, this is a kind of double thing really. It's

more about not just waiting until it happens, [but be like perceptive, is that the word?]

- [That is a word.]

Yeah, perceptive, and be open when it happens. [ Do you understand?]

- [Yeah, but maybe if you will elaborate even more, what is that waiting? Because one

thing is like, be perceptive and open, but] how does it manifest itself for you? [ How

do you feel when you are waiting?] What drifts in and out of you? [ I don't know,

because waiting for me personally is something that I really have a concrete

experience with. It's also super extracted to understand other people's waiting. So I'm

just curious about how you experience waiting.]

[Maybe this is something that I kind of, I don't want to go in words like meditation and stuff

like that, but I'm always very happy when I find moments that I choose myself and just start.

Often this is recording situations actually. When I find a place that I for some reason want to

record and then listen, and then I heighten the sense a little bit with the headphones, and then

I don't know what to get, but after a while I realize, okay, that was why I was here.] That

was, now I heard what it was. This is not an answer to your question really. Maybe I walk

around it a little bit. I don't know really how to answer that, how I define the waiting.

- [One thing is defining. I'm also just curious about, but you did answer it. The

question was how do you experience it? And I really like that you don't know what to

get, but that you do get it. Like this opposite forces meeting.] Often I use the same to

understand wondering, that in some way you experience something very strange,

something that you cannot really put into words, but at the same time it's also

remarkable familiar in some way. Like there's two movements traversing through you.

[And it seems like it was kind of the same happened in that waiting situation. You

don't know exactly what you're searching for, but by waiting it can come.]
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[But I think I have struggled a little bit to get there, because I don't think that when I was, I

was pretty much concerned of having a purpose when I was younger, for putting me in

certain situations.]

- [And when you say that, do you mean that you are, in what way were you concerned

of having a purpose?]

[If we would start, if we would fall quiet for half an hour here, my purpose with that would

have been to record like the waves on the boats. But I'm really happy to have come

somewhere else, where it can mean something else.] Where the waiting can result in

something else. If you understand what I mean.

- Yeah, it's like perhaps withdrawing from a pre-described purpose. [One that is like

fully described and fully understood and communicated to a purpose that is perhaps

hiding behind something. And you are like searching for it in some way.] But also like

the waiting position can be the purpose of itself.

And maybe it opens up, something opens up.

- [Yeah. And that too, just to bounce back and forth on how things resonate.] Having

that kind of purpose is for me also the kind of purpose that we can use to activate

listening. Because if you do have a too specific goal that you are listening for, that is

more becomes a kind of hearing. Because your mind and your filter is like now in this

mode of just sensing and registering something specific. Because you have now put

that specific purpose into the program. Whereas the listening is a different kind of

program, where you don't know really what you find. [Yeah, if that makes sense.]

[Yeah, it makes sense, absolutely. ] I made exercises sometimes about extreme hearing. [ I

would say when you kind of force students to write down everything, every little detail of

everything they hear. That is also kind of interesting actually. Especially when we come up

to a kind of amount of stuff. And everything starts to detail out. But it is also extremely

frustrating. It is hard to concentrate for that task really.]
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- [I thought about doing a similar task when listening to the Goldberg variation. And I

choose not to. Because I was like, well, then this task will just take over. But it is

extremely beautiful when you do that task. And things just... A little bit with your

wanting to fast-drive things, and things just go deeper and deeper and deeper.

Because there is always another layer. There is always another thing of sound within

the thing of sounding. And I really felt with the Goldberg variation, that there is a lot

of sounds coming to me. Because it was so focused. It allowed me to hear all these

different entry points of sound.]

[But it is so fun. I remember students saying, and then we end,] ok, read your list. What did

you hear? Oh, footsteps. And then a lot of other stuff. Ok, let's do it again. And the next time

it is, I hear shoes with gravel under it. And the next time it is, I heard footsteps, shoes with

gravel under it. And this little plastic thing on the end of the shoelace, like tapping in on the

shoe. [Like a microscope thing, maybe. I don't know. I think that is interesting. It is

interesting to open up in that way.]

- [I also guess then listening becomes, or you call it extreme hearing.]

[Yeah, maybe that was wrong actually.]

- [Yeah, I don't know. And for me that also becomes like a mythology of doing

explorations. It becomes like a different kind of myth for you to examine, to

understand and to question the world. Like in a quite critical manner. And I am just

curious about if you] as an artist-composer, are you using listening as some kind of

practice or methodology? Can it become that? And in what way can it become

perhaps a critical way of doing and being? [There is a lot in one question.]

I don't know actually. To me most often, I am very much interested in the relationship

between your presence and your body. [And like why that is a question all over again. I

don't know really. But I think many of my pieces that I have done has] to do with the fact that

you are living with the body taking space in the space. And when listening, by listening, you

can become aware of this. And this of course has different meanings in different contexts.

[Do you understand what I mean by this?]
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- [I do. And I think that kind of awareness that you do there is quite unique. I think

that other ways of knowing and exploring the world and recognizing and becoming

aware gives you a different kind of perhaps two cultural layers or two scientific

layers way of being. It's not that ] becoming aware through listening is a very

complex awareness. [One is perhaps transcending our words or describe or give you

knowledge that is hard to describe with scientific knowledge or other ways of

meaning to describe that. Because as you said, ] living in a space in a space, what is

even that? It is hard and I think all scientific disciplines will give you very good and

different answers. [But none of them will be sufficient in their own right. And I think

the listening into that might not even be sufficient but it will be in some way more

truthful, more caring, more sensitive to that actual space of you and the space you

are in.]

It's actually a kind of one-to-one experience because it can't be anything else than what it is.

- And that one-to-one is not something you get through science. [ Then you have the

distance, then you have the distance, critical methodologies. And] I think perhaps if

listening becomes a methodology, it is the methodology of being in a relationship

one-to-one, maybe?

[Yeah, maybe. Maybe that's a wonderful conclusion actually.]

- [Well done! Another question is like, ] what is then the relationship of being in

one-to-one?

[Yeah, of course.]

- But that is not something perhaps we can put into words really.

Or we can say that it is a really important alternative to all the other ways of explaining

things.

- [Yeah.]
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Maybe it's a radical alternative actually because it can't really be put into words or systems or

[ like that, that easily anyway.]

- [But then it's quite beautiful that] with a mathematical description of one-to-one. 1:1.

[Yeah, exactly.]

- [Like that's a science that can help us] to put something into words that doesn't work

in words.

[Or to have this mathematical formula. ] And it's the most simple mathematical formula there

is.

- [Yeah, yeah.Some kind of description of the mathematical reality. It is what it is.]

It's like two horizons. The sign, two horizons. I'm doing this here. (=) Two horizons. One for

you, one for me. [ So can it.]

- [And it's funny because usually with this conversation, I refuse to go into references

either theories or different kind of augmentation systems. But it's funny that this

idea of like two horizons. It's also the idea of Hans-Georg Gadamer when he talks

about truth.] That we're always positioned in a very conditional truth. We have

different horizons. But the goal of being in a dialogue, [the goal of doing philosophy

and science is to in some way align them. To push them. Like push these melting of

horizons somewhere else. And we will never be on the exact same horizons, all of us.

But in a specific moment, in a specific conversation, two experiences, two specific

experiences can align themselves. Not the whole of you, not the whole of me, but the

thing that we are talking about can align and switch around for a brief moment. And

it's very much the same method that he's using. But he does not talk about listening

at all. He talks about the possibility of words, especially writing.]

[But then, I don't know, maybe we are ending this soon. I don't know how long you will

keep on. But there is another thing that is very banal, of course, but still very important to

when it comes to listening. But it just keeps on happening. It keeps on happening all the
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time. All our senses are working all the time. And maybe the relation to the visual is because

you can close your eyes. It's difficult. You can, of course, cover your ears, but you don't do

that very often. But I was in an echo chamber, insulated echo chamber. Non-echo.]

- [A complete silent.]

[A complete silent, not echo chamber, the opposite. Unechoic chamber, is the word. I don't

know. And a little bit I was thinking about John Cage, of course, because he went into that

space and came out very disappointed because it was not silent. He heard his own body, but

then he came up with all this. But he didn't mention. Have you been on tour?]

- [I have never been in one. There's one at the Danish Technical Institute. Yeah. But

they were picky about who goes in because they use it for testing instruments. Yeah.

So they don't know you're busy schedule and you have to be Mr. Somebody.]

[Yeah. But I managed to get me and a couple of students in for a course that I had. They

have one in Chalmers and they are testing stuff for like Volvo or some like industry stuff.

But some of us after a few minutes felt that, OK, but it aches a little bit in our ears. Is that

something to do with the pressure or anything? Why is that? And maybe this is something

I made up now. He said this, the guy who was showing it. No,] but your eardrums are not so

used to not moving. Your eardrums are still for a moment. And they have never experienced

that before. That can be a little bit painful.

- [Yeah. You'll be like walking around with your eyes open all the time and then go

into a dark room.]

[Yeah.]

- [For the first time. Yeah. Is that used?]

[Yeah. That's interesting. I thought it was an interesting physical fact actually, because that

means that the eardrum is like it's vibrating all the fucking time.]
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- [It speaks to something about what we are used to on this absolute level.] What are

the constants in our lives? Like we are accustomed to the eardrum moving all the

time. In the same way we are accustomed to gravity. Something our body is just

taking for granted. Same goes for the pulse of the heart. But what happens when we

then experience the lack of it? And in what way does the whole body deal with

making up some kind of understanding of it, dealing with it? Some kind of acceptance

of it?

[Yeah. But that's an interesting analogy. Actually, I was I made a piece this summer that I

called Gravity Events. ] And that is kind of a ridiculous title ‘Gravity Events’. Because

everything is a gravity event in some sense. [And of course you can you can say that you

could list all gravity events during one second or one hour or but that list would be

ridiculously long. No, it's not doable really.]

- It would be a description of everything.

[Yeah, it would be a description of everything.]

- [Eventually it would be.]

[And where were I going with that? But I thought it was a nice to me it was a nice title

because I kind of when I tried to reading about gravity and start to read I read like text for

like nine nine year olds how they should understand gravity and there was some nice

pedagogical examples of you know you can stand straight because of gravity. You can sit

down because of gravity. And then there is equivalent actually to listening in this because

it is like always like always there. Not for someone who is completely deaf but but that is

something else I think. And they have also their kind of listening.]

- [At least equivalent to hearing because I would say that that listening is then within

that analogy when you then read that children's book and you became aware of

gravity that awareness is the difference just as rather than hearing then you became

aware of how the eardrums is not moving then you are perhaps now listening

because the relationship has shifted a little bit. But that is at least my understanding.]
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[This was kind of a side track really but still interesting.]

- [I think it is very interesting because I am curious about how what is called like an

enabler like something to enable listening could be these perhaps constant

conditional matter like gravity or being a sensuous being when putting awareness

or that experience at risk that perhaps enable listening further or greater. Like quite

often how do we make people listen and not just hear? ] How do we facilitate a

listening experience [and not just some dumb people in a concert hall? ] How do we

make that extra effort into questioning the relationships maybe by focusing on these

constant conditional matter like gravity or the eardrums like the things we are so

accustomed to that we don't even really think about them and don't think about how

they shape us. [Because I think when we forget about it we drift away into like a

different kind of world that is not one to one but one to the cultural premise or the

late capitalism premise. It's a different ] not a different reality but it's just a multy

layered reality. [ It's something where there's a lot of different interests and power

dynamics and the relationships are something else but but with the listening we can

then focus back on I don't want to say pure but just this one to one way of being.

But that was just also me thinking out loud. I was curious about also in terms of

getting to the end in the very beginning you were talking about this little child that

you had the hearing of a little child on the right ear and ] now I'm just wondering how

do you think a child is listening [because now listening is becoming this I don't know

thing other than than hearing but ] how is the listening of a child different from the

listening of adults? [It's pure speculation but what do you think? ]

I think for good and for worse a child has less experience of stuff and can hear, listen, can

experience more stuff when listening because of that in a way. [ Do you understand what I

mean?]

- [Yeah, yeah.]

[I think that is of course it can sometimes be we have a funny word in our family ] this is

impossible to translate to English [ neighbor is the word granne grannarna say one in plural

grannarna ]
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- [So it's like more neighbors?]

Yeah We have the neighbors on the other side of the wall. We can hear ‘grannarna’ moving.

- [Ah, so it's like the personification of that]

[neighbor Yeah, yeah and when I was explaining this to my first son who then was like

three or four when he was trying to get go to sleep he heard what I was saying and then a

couple of years later he asked what is grannarna really? No, it's called grannarna

grannarna I know what it is it is the person there but grannarna who makes the noise]

- [Ah]

[So he thought that I was talking about some kind of I don't know what he was thinking

Do you understand? Yeah, yeah, yeah And that is of course something that is like more ]

For children maybe it is a problem but when trying to depict that it is something kind of

beautiful, that there is more to the world in a way [ Yeah I don't know and I think maybe it

is like that for children And also because you hear more ] you hear more nuances and you

hear more subtleties than when your when gravity kicks in in your ear system over time.

- [And I have been wondering because I agree and I think already now like I am only

26 but I am always still jealous at children having that less experienced view of the

world But I am already now also beginning to advocate for the possibilities and the

potential of having all that experience and all those filters What does that now

give? That the child has no access to Because I don't know ] I just think it is

beautiful that whatever stage of life whatever filter experience or magnitude of

gravity you have been through that allows you to listen somehow differently and

specific. [Like the 110 year old who listen in a very unique manner that none of us

have access to That is quite beautiful I don't know what I want to say with it but just I

love this idea of like less experience because then you have this grand experience But

what about that very specific experience that that person is holding but nobody else

is holding ] How much is that worth? [How many different experiences does this

one count for?]
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[But you know what I should add something to this about the child's ear ] Maybe, what it is,

is a little bit more like to have the ear of an animal [ I would say]

- [Would you say some more?]

[I mean I think and I I don't not all animals but some of the animals that we know most

as humans like dogs or cats or certain wolf or they have like better ears than we have ]

they hear more. I don't think, I don't know, if they engage in listening so much but they have

this… they probably have this non-filtered highly functional ears and in a way maybe that's

kind of similar to being a child in a way. [ We kind of lose that possibility as we learn more

and grow older]

- [Yeah because like I guess as a human what we do share with the animals is like

this sensual being Yeah But where] our sensual way of being in the world is also

filtered with a very complex language. [Whereas the language of the animals I don't

know what that is No But I would imagine from a humanistic point of view that is

less complex Yeah] I can then wonder, how does my complex language disable me,

what does it steal away from me [ Yeah Because of course it gives me a lot Yeah

But it gives me a lot within the realm of language And it locates me Yeah in other

ways Yeah that I'm now unaware of So Now we're even moving closer to the end

How do you feel about talking or have a conversation about this because that's kind

of a meta thing]

[Yeah I have enjoyed this moment I felt I felt sometimes during the conversation that I

haven't thought about this] I felt a bit out of open water.

- [In a good way?]

[Yeah, in a good way No I think it is to me it is rewarding actually to talk about it because

it makes sense Some of the stuff I do start to make sense when I talk about it ]

- [ This nonsense and then I speak about it and then magically it becomes sensible]
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[Ah, well No, but but No, I enjoyed it What do you think? Have you had a lot of those

conversations?]

- [I like conversations and I'm always unsure of in which way I'm good at it or not

because I have a lot of experience so I feel comfortable in the situation but the

conversation is this like it's a funny practice it's like dancing.] You need to be two

and you need to find the right rhythm [and maybe you feel that you have it and

maybe the other person doesn't ] and there's so many things that I don't know about

the situation [and then it's funny to ask about it because then first there you become

in some way more aware and things change I don't know but Yeah]

[But I thought it was I thought it was a nice conversation but the thing is with me I'm also

I'm also more of a a listener than a talker ] I would like to see myself as that, but maybe I

talk too much.

- [actually but There's a for me] there's this beautiful power dynamic between the

listener and the speaker [it's like what comes first Yeah I'm not sure but quite often

we give a lot of praise to the speaker and very little to the listener but quite often I

have the opposite experience ] that the speaker is rather powerless unless you have

the listener offering [ that power that time that space and the listener holds more

holds more sensibility of the situation whereas the speaker is of course offering

something and allows something to be met and you can be around but ] for me it starts

with the listener [ also because you can listen to anything it has to start there I think

but then you start having this back and forth where both people give and take but I

really appreciate the the ability to listen in terms of having a conversation]

[I enjoyed it and I think for me I think the most difficult situation is when we are like if

we are like two more then often the three of you are talking much]

- [That's also very strange because I think I'm kind of the same having two subjects

where you are the one makes it very easy to focus but quite often with this

conversation example because it's a little bit also with your piece because you have

somewhere to focus then all the other things also slip in like I really listen to the to

the water like I don't know why I have been listening to it constantly and it's so nice
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but only because of this focus I think if there had been two more people I would be

way too stressed with going from one complex individual to the other and just

shutting out everything else and I think it's always interesting when when you have a

conversation where listening is part of it and then talk about listening because how

does talking about something you do while you are talking about it and doing it

inform each other it's different than I don't know talking about football]

[Yeah Yeah, yeah, it's different Yeah]

- [because then the example that would align with it would be to talk about football

while playing football]

[ Yeah]

- [and that's a different kind of football conversation Yeah Yeah, exactly]

[Yeah Alright Alright]

- [I think a chance for you is like is something you want to include extra something

you are on the tip of the tongue haven't said out loud feel that could be interesting

to just include but maybe not talk so much about just an ending note or anything

but also it's good to find if Other speaker if there's not]

No. I'm good.

- [In that case I'm stuck]
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